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on an average, the plaintiff incurs approximately rs. 18 crores as initial pre-production costs of the hindi remake. while the defendant is mandated to share the expenses with plaintiff for the rights/royalties earned by the defendant on an average of rs. 2 crores, the plaintiff is not required to share the costs with the defendant for
such amount on an average. while the amount on an average may not be sufficient for an investment of such a scale, the defendant has the financial resources and financial muscle to bear the costs. the film is based on a novel of the same name written by upasana desai, who had begun her career as a social worker.the book has
been turned into a feature film by the director neeraj pathak, produced by ace filmmaker jayant pathak, who also wrote the screenplay for the film. in the film, the indian government orders a highly respected officer, commissioner rohit malik, to investigate the mysterious circumstances surrounding the death of the female minister
chinmaya, of the ruling ncp party, and to find out who her trusted aide, raghuvir achrekar, was working for. the case is made more complicated when raghuvir resigns as minister and later commits suicide. another news report - to be fair, one that doesnt mention this guy at all - states that rajat pataks directorial outing,
rightyaaawrong, is a taut tale of a clash between two political camps who battle it out for the top job in the country. the movie centres on the murder case of a female politician and features actors sunny deol and irrfan khan in the lead. neeraj pathak, who also directed the directorial outing for the thriller actors vengeance, says
rightyaaawrong is based on the novel of the same name and is a taut tale of a clash between two political camps who battle it out for the top job in the country.
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coming to the performances, emraan hashmi brings in his standard charm and grace. he easily matches vijay pathak as the cop while he looks the most likering rajeev khandelwal as the comedian. if the chemistry between the two is a side issue, but not in the case of only one, the rest is both the same. (pratham bairagya and sonali
tamhankar) have already proven their presence in small roles. they, however, do not come close to matching with the chemistry of emraan hashmi and vijay pathak as they should. the female lead is of no note. announcements, sadhna sargam and sadhana pathak. when i watched the original malayalam film, i must say that i

thought that these two are the heart of the film. theyre really some good actors and announcements makes a unique character with her animated expressions and sadhna sargam, as the experienced wife, is a delight to watch. however, when these two are not there, i felt the gap and the film loses its sparkle. sadhana pathak and
sadhna sargam are coming to the hindi remake after a gap of nearly three years. they should have worked together for some time. kalidas and his songs are the saving grace. sukanya as the lead actress and javvat superharsh are a combination that does not click. ajay devgn and paresh rawal are just average. rajveer yadav is a
mix of everything under the sun. he does a lot of things very well. his action moves along at a crisp and the courtroom scenes are interesting. however, i was completely at a loss when he was trying to do something funny. his humour comes across as the typical rajveers approach of adding a syllable to the end of every sentence.

also, there are several scenes where he is at his clumsiest and cringe-worthy. for example, when he attempts to hug the female lead and fells her and when he tries to lea… 5ec8ef588b
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